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The forecasts had foreseen everything: a
day of low pressure and one of
strong wind!

The gusts arrived punctually at 11 in the morning
and we started with the theoretical introduction
of the safe use of the tow rope. We then got into
the kayaks and the wind continued to ruffle the
waters of the inner lake with constantly. This
made it extremely entertaining during all the
practical tasks, especially those relating to the
stern rudder in its varied variations.

The new ethos promoted by British Canoeing allows the Provider to focus on the specific needs
of individual students and in this instance, among other things, I was able to focus attention on the
technical differences between European paddle and Greenland paddle. After the first bits of advice,
and to my great satisfaction, two of the students continued the whole day with the Greenland
paddle, allowing themselves to draw interesting considerations of the different Greenlanders in use,
one was longer and made of heavier wood and the other was shorter and made of carbon, which
was lighter. The observed divergences were not limited to the form and the material but they soon
also reached the understanding of advantages and disadvantages, both in forward paddling and in
some specific manoeuvres.
 



I am always very happy to introduce new students
to the British Canoeing Educational Philosophy
because it seems to me that it supports the
individual needs of paddlers and leaves a wide
margin of autonomy and freedom in the choices
related to kayaking. The ranges from the evaluation
of the necessary equipment to the choice of the best
route to study the weather forecasts. The syllabus is
no longer rigid and each course is more varied and
articulated.
 
The Educational Philosophy recognises that we are
not all the same, even when we walk (a motor
activity learned from children), so even in kayaks
each of us has a different style of paddling: since we
don't all have the same build, the same hull and the
same paddle, it is unthinkable to impose on all
paddlers the same rigid rules in carrying out the
manoeuvres because each of us is in a kayak is
different. 
 
The attention given by British Canoeing to
individual and subjective needs makes these
running these awards very satisfactory for all
participants, but also and above all, for the Provider,
stimulated to deepen the observation of the real
needs of each student through observation and
analysis. The group was heterogeneous and very
well knit: the two younger boys were excited and
motivated and spent more time in the water than in
the kayak; the two most "aged" have shown well that
the practice of kayaking has no age.
 
We all got to practice new things in a safe and fun
way, paddling first in the rock gardens where the
surf produced the perfect environmental conditions
and then in the apparent tranquillity of the lake,
where instead the strong gusts put a strain on all the
exercises of self-rescues, assisted rescues and the
various simple towing, in line and with improvised
variants.
 
In short, the first residential course in the new
headquarters of Tatiyak was great!


